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Abstract. A software architecture evaluation is a way to assess the
quality of the technical design of a product. It is also a prime oppor-
tunity to discuss the business goals of the product and how the design
bears on them. But architecture evaluation methods are seen as hard
to learn and costly to use. We present DASE, a compact approach that
combines carefully selected key parts of two existing architecture evalu-
ation methods while making evaluation lean and fast. We have applied
DASE in three industrial cases and the early results show that even a
one-day evaluation workshop yields valuable results at a modest cost.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of architecture evaluation is to analyze how well a software system
will satisfy its quality requirements, uncover the key architectural decisions, and
identify risks. The effectiveness of architecture evaluation has been proven many
times after the introduction of the first methods in the late 1990’s [1–4].

An evaluation is an expert review that requires the key technical persons and
other stakeholders to meet in person and contribute their knowledge. Usually,
this entails a deep discussion about the mission of the product and about the
possibilities created by technology. This strengthens common understanding of
the goals but provides also a golden chance to share experiences, knowledge, and
the rationale behind the design decisions [3] [2, p. 6]. These ‘soft effects’ may in
practice be even more valuable than the hard technical results [5].

However, architecture evaluation is still not yet a common practice in the
industry [6, 7, 5]. There is a learning curve, a general perception of high cost,
and problems in quantifying results for decision making, which make companies
reluctant to adopt them [1, 3, 8]. Industrial use is reported, e.g., in [4, 5, 1, 7, 3].

An architecture evaluation is typically a staged review process. Depending on
the method, the different stages produce outputs that are not necessarily used
later on. For example in some scenario-based methods, due to time pressure and
set priorities, half of the created and elaborated scenarios may not be used at
all [1], which is considerable waste. Also, a perceived dependency on explicit



architecture design may alienate agile developers. They fear that “big design
up-front” incurs waste because if the design assumptions are incorrect or out-of-
date, it leads to inability to cope with change and to expensive rework [9].

In this paper we present our architecture evaluation approach called DASE,
short for decision and scenario based architecture evaluation. Our goal is to
make architecture evaluation more attractive to practitioners: First, based on
our own experiences, we have carefully selected from well-known scenario-based
and decision-centric methods the elements that we know to work best. Second,
we aim at minimizing the calendar time and the resources needed for an archi-
tecture evaluation by concentrating the main effort in a one-day workshop and
by keeping the learning curve low. Third, we keep the evaluation focused on the
most important things from both business and technology viewpoints.

In Section 2, we discuss existing architecture evaluation methods and our
own experiences. Section 3 describes the DASE approach. We describe three
industrial case studies of using DASE and the results, observations, and feedback
in Section 4. Section 5 presents the conclusions and outlines future work.

2 Background

2.1 Architecture Evaluation Methods

The idea of scenario-based methods, like ATAM [10, 11], is to evaluate an archi-
tecture through scenarios elicited from all stakeholders in workshops. Typically,
a scenario focuses on one quality aspect from a quality tree (defined in the pro-
cess) and specifies a situation and a stimulus that test the response of the system
and its architecture. The scenarios are evaluated to determine the system’s re-
sponse and to identify risks. To be useful, scenarios need to be concrete, clear
and prioritized. The results of properly executed assessments are valuable and
usually well received [1, 3]. Scenarios are a powerful tool for assessing the ade-
quacy of the system under evaluation and also for making the technical people
aware of the needs of the business and for making the business people aware of
the technical opportunities and challenges [1, 3].

Instead of scenarios, the Decision-Centric Architecture Review method DCAR
[5] focuses on identifying architectural design decisions, their rationale, and their
interrelationships. The decisions are ranked based on importance. In the evalu-
ation part, the participants discuss the forces affecting the decisions and their
consequences (pros and cons) and vote whether each decision is good or needs to
be reconsidered. The importance of identifying and analyzing the key design de-
cisions is also emphasized by others [7]. Because of their emphasis on design and
its consequences, these kind of methods could be characterized as bottom-up or
inside-out as opposed to scenario-based methods that emphasize requirements.

Other approaches include, e.g., the TARA method [7] that is a light-weight
expert review where a single assessor does the evaluation (consulting others)
according to a specific focus of interest. At the other end of the spectrum is



the comprehensive RATE approach [1, 2] that recognizes different types of as-
sessments based on their purpose and employs several analysis and evaluation
methods including ATAM, as needed.

On the down side, an architecture evaluation typically requires several meet-
ings, couple of weeks of calendar time, and tens of person hours (sometimes
hundreds) [1]. Understandably, organizations may be reluctant to make this
investment [7]. Also, there is a certain learning curve [3, 7]. For example, the
construction of the quality tree and the formulation and prioritization of the
quality attribute scenarios in ATAM can be challenging[3, 12, 1]. The results can
sometimes be hard to quantify for decision makers [1].

2.2 Our Architecture Evaluation Experience

Tampere University of Technology has a lot of experience in architecture evalu-
ation [3, 8]. At TUT, the third author facilitated about ten evaluations carried
out in the local industry, using either ATAM [11] or DCAR [5]. The first author
has over ten years of experience in architecture work in mobile device industry
including architecture evaluations. Several of the authors have also experience
in teaching the methods. The evaluations have brought a lot of insights. First,
companies are rarely willing to invest in an evaluation – except in the engineer-
ing domain, where architecture is valued and changes are slow [3]. Second, the
most valuable outcome was information transfer: both the stakeholders and the
architect gained valuable knowledge. For example, scenario creation was often
turned into an ad hoc requirements elicitation workshop. Last, but not least, the
architects felt that they had been designing the system on their own and the
evaluation provided an opportunity to challenge their decisions. Usually, the ar-
chitect was the ‘defendant’ and had to explain the rationale of a decision. Even if
the other participants did not have the expertise to really challenge it, the ques-
tions posed and the process of explaining the decision deepened understanding
and forced the architect to see the problem from different perspectives. So, the
assessment acted as a form of ‘rubber duck debugging’ [13, p. 95].

3 Decision and Scenario-Based Architecture Evaluation

The DASE approach picks and combines parts of architectural design decision
review from DCAR [5] and parts of scenario analysis from ATAM [11]. The idea
is to work faster by involving less people and by focusing on key issues. There are
two phases: First, in the pre-work (preparation) phase, technical and business
information is collected and processed into a list of decisions and scenarios.
Second, the decisions and scenarios are used to evaluate the architecture in a
one day workshop (the main phase). Figure 1 shows an overview.

3.1 Pre-work

The pre-work phase is centered around an interview (1–2 hours) where the prod-
uct owner presents the mission and the business objectives of the product and



Fig. 1. Phases in the decision and scenario-based architecture evaluation (DASE)

the architect presents the technical solution. The interview is lead by the facil-
itators, a team of two to three people who facilitate and guide the evaluation
process from start to finish.

Based on the presentations, their notes (and possible recordings), the facili-
tators identify and list significant design decisions (described in a few words). In
this point the design starts to become visible, if it wasn’t so before. The archi-
tect is asked to check the list. Together with the architectural information, the
business objectives are then used to devise a number of scenarios that reflect the
interests and topical issues that came up in the interview. Good scenarios are
relevant to the stated business objectives and challenge the architecture in some
way, by targeting potentially problematic areas or by focusing on architectural
hot spots that could affect system responses. The facilitators have an important
role in identifying the key issues because there is no extensive scenario collec-
tion and elaboration phase involving multiple stakeholders. The scenarios are
reviewed in the next phase and can be adjusted, if needed.

3.2 Architecture Evaluation Workshop

The one-day architecture evaluation workshop is split into two sessions: the first
(morning) is for the decision-centric review and the second (afternoon) for the
scenario based evaluation. The order is important because the design is then
fresh in mind when evaluating the scenarios. In addition to the facilitators, the
morning session requires the presence of the architect and other technical people
(who know the design) and business stakeholders are required for the afternoon
session. The presence of the product owner is good also for the morning session.

Decision-Centric Review The objective of the morning session is to evaluate
and document the most important architectural decisions. The session follows
the general protocol of DCAR, leaving out the analysis of the design forces [5].



In the beginning, the facilitators present the list of decisions they have iden-
tified earlier. Next, the participants vote for the most important decisions. Each
participant has a pool of votes (e.g. 10 voting points) to assign freely to decisions;
the facilitators can also vote but with fewer points (e.g. 5). The decisions are
then ordered by the vote count so that those with the highest count are selected
for review. The selected decisions are documented with a fixed template [5] that
is used to explain the issue solved by the architecture decision, potential alterna-
tive solutions, the rationale for the particular solution, and possible drawbacks.
The facilitators can document the decisions together with the developers or the
developers can do it themselves, working in parallel for more efficient use of time.
A pre-filled example helps developers to get started. Once the selected decisions
have been documented, each decision is discussed together. The discussion ends
with another vote where the participants are asked whether the decision can be
considered a good one, neutral, or risky. The number of decisions documented
depends on the number of people working on them, typically it is three to five.

Scenario-Based Evaluation The afternoon session focuses on the scenarios.
The scenarios have been defined using the ATAM [11] template that includes a
descriptive name, the related quality attributes, an environment description, the
stimulus triggering the scenario, and the expected response.

First, the facilitators present an overview of the devised scenarios in order to
assess their feasibility and to make any adjustments. Each scenario is then eval-
uated so that the participants will try to explain what would happen when the
triggering event happens, given the conditions, and whether the expected out-
come (system response) would be achieved. The facilitators add the explanation
to the scenario’s description. The architectural decisions affecting the outcome
are also noted and listed. The decisions have just been reviewed, which helps in
this. The workshop ends when all relevant scenarios are covered or when time
runs out. At this point, the facilitators wrap up the workshop and ask for im-
mediate feedback. The facilitators supply a report of the documented decisions
and scenarios to the participants after some final editing. These reports are the
concrete outcome of the evaluation.

4 Applying the Method

The DASE method has been tested in three Finnish companies during 2015–
2017. The companies were selected by convenience and based on their own inter-
est. Two of the companies, A and B, were participants of the Finnish software
research program Need for Speed1. Each architecture evaluation focused on a
single project. The first, second and third author were the facilitators in cases
A and C, and the first, second, and fourth author in B.

As general results, in all cases the company representatives found the evalu-
ations useful and they appreciated the concise schedule. Below, we describe the
cases and the findings that are specific for them. The number of decisions and

1http://www.n4s.fi/en



scenarios in each case are listed in Table 1. The amount of covered scenarios in
all cases was about 10 (same as reported, e.g., in [14]).

Case A was a mid-sized software company working in business software solu-
tions. The evaluated project was a large and mature accounting product. Ar-
chitecturally, they needed to take into account multiple customers sharing same
server-side data resources and many external dependencies (banks, tax office).

The four documented decisions concerned the customer database design (single-
tenancy), the nature of transactions in the services, the requirements for strong
authentication in many system functions, and the technical infrastructure of the
application hosting servers and database servers. The scenarios touched on qual-
ity attributes such as maintainability, availability, and scalability of the system
that were affected by the design decisions on data management.

The participants of the evaluation workshop found the scenarios mostly rel-
evant but thought that some of the scenarios were too exploratory and unlikely
in the near future. A new employee was present in the workshop and he thought
it was good training for him.

Case B was a small company developing an on-demand video broadcasting
application for different devices. The product was not very big but there were
several versions of it, and it was already in the market. The architecture of the
product had been just restructured to be more modular and flexible to enable
parallel development of features. There were also real-time requirements.

The three documented decisions defined the key aspects of the new plug-in
architecture that promoted separation of concerns and made testing easier, for
instance. Modifiability and testing were the main themes in scenarios. Scalability
did not concern company B because the customer is responsible for the infra-
structure. Two new scenarios were created on the fly in the afternoon session.

The mixing of ‘bottom-up’ (decisions) and ‘top-down’ (scenarios) analysis
was appreciated, and the order of the sessions was considered good. However,
even better scenarios could have been devised if the facilitators could have used
the product first. It was seen helpful to have architecture decision templates with
concrete examples in order to get started with documenting the decisions.

Case C was a mid-sized company closely associated with the public sector in
Finland. The product evaluated was a recently launched user authentication
solution meant for educational on-line services for primary schools. The product
was developed by a single person. Company C wanted to utilize and maintain
an open-source based solution for its product in an environment where there are
many authentication providers and learning service providers.

The three documented decisions concerned the use of an open source authen-
tication framework as a basis for the solution, storing of client configurations in
databases, and a specific dependency to legacy code that added extra complex-
ity to the overall architecture. The scenarios touched on the central role of the
company acting as a hub and a connection point for authentication and service
providers. Interoperability and maintainability were important quality attributes
as well as the ability to integrate new providers. Being able to monitor the re-
sponsiveness of the authentication providers was also important.



Table 1. Number of decisions and scenarios in evaluation cases

A B C

Decisions identified 20 16 9
Decisions receiving votes 15 11 6
Decisions documented 4 3 3
Scenarios devised 10 15 10
Scenarios evaluated 10 13 8
Scenario waste ratio 0% 13% 20%

The architect would have liked the facilitators to more strongly challenge
the solution and provide alternatives. Doing evaluations regularly as part of
development was considered possible but it was seen important to get an external
viewpoint. Reporting and making the outcome of the scenario analysis actionable
was also raised as a topic as people were uncertain what to do with the scenarios
after the evaluation. One suggestion was that the evaluation report could include
options and recommendations for addressing a particular concern.

5 Conclusions

We have presented the DASE approach that combines selected activities from
two best of breed architecture evaluation methods into a compact process. DASE
has been validated in three commercial projects, and the results show that at a
modest use of resources (two days per facilitator and one day per other partici-
pant) an architecture can be successfully evaluated in a one-day workshop. The
participants saw the evaluations as useful in general and appreciated the broad
perspective to architecture they gained through design decisions and scenarios.
The facilitators do need to understand design decision analysis and scenario eval-
uation enough to guide the process, but templates and pre-filled examples help
participants to get quickly on board. The facilitators have a key role in preparing
for the main evaluation workshop and in keeping it focused on key issues. How-
ever, based on our earlier experiences, the facilitators have even more coaching
and guiding to do when doing an ATAM-evaluation, for example.

As criticism and improvements, some participants asked for more actionable
results that would guide further development. They asked for challenging the
design stronger and for suggesting alternative solutions. This implies that the
goals of an evaluation need to be openly discussed and that relevant expertise
must be available, e.g. an internal consultant from another team. We observed
also the risk that because the participants select the decisions to document, there
may be a tendency to select only ‘good’ decisions. In the three cases, none of
the documented decisions were considered problematic. The situation might be
different for a system in an early phase of development.



As further work, it would be important to study how the approach scales
up for really big systems. Also, the consequences of the fact that the number of
documented design decisions seems to be constant need to be understood better.
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